bronchoscope and one cube ice. After augmentation of cleaning and disinfection procedures for bronchoscope, we did not identify any bacteria from seven samplings obtained on October 30. Two Bcc blood isolates were available for molecular characterization and shared an identical pulsortype. No more Bcc infection cases occurred in this PICU until April 2013.

Conclusions: A cluster of *B. subtilis* cepacia complex infection due to a specific clone occurred in a PICU and was temporally controlled after the implementation of infectious control measures. However, no potential reservoir and transmission route was identified.

**PS 1-106**

AN INVESTIGATION OF NOROVIRUS OUTBREAK IN A MEDICAL CENTER-AFFILIATED NURSING HOME – TAIWAN TAOYUAN, 2014

Hao-Hsin W. a, b, Kun-Bin W. a, Jhy-Wen W. a, Ming-Chu T. a, b, c

North Regional Center, Centers for Disease Control, Taiwan; aGraduate Institute of Injury Prevention and Control, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan

Purpose: The local health department was notified of a norovirus outbreak among residents and staffs of a medical center-affiliated nursing home on July 10, 2014. We investigated to determine the outbreak source and provided infection control recommendations.

Methods: Cases were defined as fever with diarrhea or vomiting, or only diarrhea or vomiting ≥ 3 times per day among nursing home residents or staffs during July 8–23, 2014. We interviewed the nursing home staffs, conducted the environment inspection, and collected stool specimens from cases and all staffs for laboratory-testing.

Results: Among 263 residents and 128 staffs, we identified 61 cases (attack rate 16.1%), including 58 residents and 5 healthcare givers, with median age of 83 years (range : 20–100), and none were cooks. The culture-positive rate was 73.2% in sampled cases (41/56) and all yielded norovirus. In the seventh floor, the caregivers who cared the index case two days before his illness onset on July 8 were also the caregivers of the following cases in the same floor two days before their symptoms development. Similar correlation between the caregivers and cases were noted in other floors. Multidisciplinary infection control measurements were implemented, including promoting adherence of caregivers to hand hygiene, increasing the frequency of disinfection of patient care areas, suspension of group activities, and use of disposable apron during patient care, etc. The outbreak, peaking on July 12, subsided gradually after implementation of infection control measurements. There was no new case since July 19.

Conclusions: Our investigation did not identify the source of the outbreak. Transmission from person to person via caregivers was highly suspected. With intensified and collaborative infection control measurements, the outbreak was contained and eliminated adequately.

**PS 1-107**

USE OF VENTILATOR BUNDLE TO PREVENT VENTILATOR-ASSOCIATED PNEUMONIA IN THE SURGICAL INTENSIVE CARE UNIT OF A MEDICAL CENTER

Yi-Jan Hsieh a, b, Tsrang-Neng Jang a, b, c, Yu-Shan Shih d, Dorji Harnood e, Shu-Hua Lee e, Infecting Control Committee, Shin Kong Wu Ho-Su Memorial Hospital, Taiwan; aSchool of Medicine, Catholic Fu-Jen University, Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: To evaluate the effect of ventilator bundle in preventing ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) in a surgical intensive care unit.

Methods: This study was conducted in a surgical intensive care unit of a medical center, Taipei, Taiwan, from March, 2011 to December, 2012. A multidisciplinary team of ventilator bundle was established during the study period. The checklist included daily sedation vacation and assessment of readiness to extubate, peptic ulcer prophylaxis, oral hygiene care, suction of oral secretions before changing position, elevation the head of the bed to between 30 degrees and 45 degrees and maintaining appropriate endotracheal tube cuff pressure.

Results: The results showed that implementation rate of daily goal checklist increased from 50% to 74% during the period of study. Meanwhile, compliance rate of ventilator bundle by external audit also increased from 79% to 92%. Checklist implementation rate had once decreased to below 50% between July and August 2012 due to the shortage of manpower. However, through repeated staff education and regular feedback of the external audit data had gradually increased the implementation rate. Besides, lengthening respiratory tubing and using a thick red tape mark also can improve the compliance rate of maintaining head-up position to 95%. After 22 months of intervention, incidence of VAP had decreased from 5.1 to 2.8 per 1000 ventilator days (P = 0.01).

Conclusions: Our results show that the implementation of ventilator bundle can be effectively reducing the incidence of VAP.

**PS 1-108**

IMPROVEMENT OF BLOODSTREAM INFECTIONS IN INTENSIVE CARE UNITS BY APPLICATION OF INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION

Wen-Chun Tsai a, b, Ciong-Huei Huang c, Chi-Wei YU d, Yu-Fen Chiu e, Li-Se Yang f, Wen-Ying Cheng f, Nong Jen Tsai f, aDepartment of Nursing, En Chu Kong Hospital, Taiwan; bMedical Quality Control Room, En Chu Kong Hospital, Taiwan; cInfection Control Office, En Chu Kong Hospital, Taiwan

Purpose: The data from 2013 shows the bloodstream infection density of medical intensive care unit is 0.92/1000 hospital days, which is higher than that of the entire hospital by 0.55/1000 hospital days. This research is carried out for the purpose of controlling occurrences of bloodstream infections.

Methods: By applying interdisciplinary collaboration, the following measures are implemented from January to September in 2014: (1) establishment of central catheter insertion standards and revision of daily care criteria; (2) use of maximal sterile precautions. 2% Chlorhexidine and air permeable dressing; (3) set up of special work carts; (4) making of daily care flow charts; and (5) educational training.

Results: 3 doctors and 36 registered nurses participated in the educational training, resulting in an achieving rate of 100%. The compliance rate of bundle interventions for central catheter insertion increased from 29% in April to 80% in August; the compliance rate of bundle interventions for central catheter increased from 65% in April to 85% in August; the hand hygiene compliance rate is 100% for both Q1 and Q2; the percentage of hand hygiene correctness increased from 88% to 96%. The unit bloodstream infection density of Q1 and Q2 decreased 0.12 and 0.74 in Q3, respectively. The bloodstream infection density of the entire hospital also decreased to 0.48.

Conclusion: Application of interdisciplinary collaboration, addition of software and hardware, educational training, and regular monitoring contribute to enhancing the quality of intensive care units.

**PS 1-109**

REDUCING VENTILATOR-ASSOCIATED PNEUMONIA IN INTENSIVE CARE UNIT OF A COMMUNITY HOSPITAL: IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTING VAP BUNDLE

Chin-Te Lu a, b, Tzu-Ping Shin c, Liang-Wen Ding c, aSection of Infectious Diseases, Department of Internal Medicine, Taiwan; bInfection Control, Taiwan; cCritical Medicine, Lotung Poh-Ai Hospital, Taiwan

Purpose: Many critically ill patients need to rely on ventilator for survived, but associated with ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is a common and important nosocomial infection issue. Apply combined infection control measures (the bundle care) to reduce infection rates had achieved in many hospitals in the United States in recent years. The concept of bundle care began an important issue of Healthcare-related Infection Control Audit in Taiwan since in recent 2 years also.

Methods: VAP bundle care was implemented in a medical intensive care unit of our hospital since 2007. The contents of VAP bundle including: 1 readiness-to-wean assessment daily, 2. check endotracheal cuff pressure daily, 3. diary “sedation vacation” 4 hand hygiene, 5. oral care every 8 hours, 6. head-of-bed elevation above 30 degrees, 7. suctioning of both the oropharynx and the endotracheal tube.

Results: The compliance rate of VAP bundle was 16.7% in the trial period increasing to 80.0% after the implementation of first year. The ventilator usage rate decreased 10.3% after implanted VAP bundle, and ICU stay day decreased 1.96 days of each patient. The VAP cases decreased from annual average of 8 cases before VAP bundle implementing to an average of 1.33 cases a year after VAP bundle implementing (decrease of 83.3%). The implementation of the VAP bundle during three years got a total reduction of 20